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A GENERAL MULTIPLIER THEOREM

STEFANO MEDA

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. We prove a "multiplier" result for functions of the infinitesimal gen-

erator J? of a symmetric semigroup, which generalizes some previous results

by E. M. Stein and M. G. Cowling. As an application, we develop a func-

tional calculus for Jr? in the case when the ¿/-operator norm of S?m has

polynomial growth at infinity. In particular, we prove a "multiplier" result of

Marcinkiewicz type for functions of 3*.

Let & be a positive, possibly unbounded operator (but with dense domain)

on L (M), where M is a measure space. Let {PJ be the spectral resolution

of the identity for which
/»OO

&f=\    XdPj,        /GDom(^).
Jo

For every positive real number /, we define the operator Tt by the formula

/•OO

Ttf=\    e~adPj,        feL2(M).
Jo

We assume that Tt satisfies the contraction property

(1) l|7;/||p<||/!|p,    feL2(M)nLp(M),

whenever 1 < p < co. We say that (Tt)t 0 is a symmetric contraction semi-

group if it possesses the above properties.

Let m be a complex-valued, bounded, Borel-measurable function on R+ u

{0}. We define the "multiplier operator" m(J¿?) by the rule

(2) m(&)f = I™ m(k)dPJ,        feL2(M).
Jo

By spectral theory, m(J¿?) is a bounded operator on L (M). Our concern is

to find conditions on the function m which ensure that the operator m(5f),

initially well-defined on L (M) n LP(M), extends to a bounded operator on

LP(M) for some p , 1 < p < oo.
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The first general result in this direction was obtained by E. M. Stein [13,

Corollary 3, p. 121]. He proved, under some additional hypotheses on the

semigroup (7"i)/>0, that if 1 < p < oo and m is of Laplace transform type,

then m(Sf) extends to a bounded operator on LP(M).

M. G. Cowling [2] improved Stein's theorem by showing, under our hypothe-

ses on the semigroup (Tt)t>0, that if m extends to a bounded holomorphic

function on the cone T   , where

r^ = {zGC: |argz| < y/},

then m(2') is bounded on LP(M), provided that \\/p - 1/2| < y//n .

Our result involves a more quantitative condition and can be stated as follows.

Given a positive integer N, we denote by mN(t, X) the function defined by

the rule

(3) mN(t,X) = (tX)Ne~a'2m(X),        t,X>0

and by JÜN(t, u) the Mellin transform of mN(t, X) with respect to the variable

X; i.e.,

jfN(t,u)= -jX~mmN(t,X).

Theorem 1. Assume that for some p,  1 < p < co, and for some positive integer

N, the following condition holds:

(4) / dusap\JtN(t, u)\ m ¿zf'u m < oo,
JR f>0

where \\\ Jî?'u \\\    denotes the norm of £"" as a operator on LP(M).   Then

m(Jif) extends to a bounded operator on LP(M).

Notice that condition (4) makes sense, since the operator 5?'u, u G R,

defined by the rule

jZ"uf=        X'udPJ,        f£L2(M),
Jo

is, in fact, bounded on LP(M), 1 < p < oo [13, Corollary 4, p. 121]. Moreover

Cowling proved that the operator norm of Jz?'" satisfies the following estimate.

(5) 111^'" \\\p< C(p)(l + |w|3log|W|)"/,'-1/2|exp(^|l//7 - 1/21 \u\)

[2]. Our result gives an answer to a question posed by Stein in [13].

We do not get H results. H results have been obtained by N. T. Varopou-

los by probabilistic methods, under stronger hypotheses than ours [14].

Our result is proved via a ^-function argument and the "Mellin transform

technique." The proof is in §1. As a consequence, we give a different proof of

Cowling's result. In §2 we restrict ourselves to a rather special situation. We

assume that ||| J?'" ||| has only polynomial growth at infinity. This condition

is fulfilled in many concrete cases such as stratified groups (here Jzf is essen-

tially the subLaplacean) and compact manifolds (here Sf is any elliptic positive
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self-adjoint operator). We show that if m satisfies a suitable "Hörmander con-

dition" on R+ , then m(¿¿?) is bounded on LP(M), 1 < p < oo . Results of this

type on stratified groups are well known [3, 4, 6, 8, 9]. Their proofs, however,

depend essentially on the dilation structure of the group. Our contribution is

to prove that an Lp -functional calculus can be developed, without appealing to

any geometric property of the underlying space M.

1. The general case

Throughout the paper we assume that the spectral projection PQ is trivial on

LP(M), 1 < p < oo . Then we do not worry about the definition of m(0). We

recall some facts that will be needed in the sequel.

Let N be a positive integer. Then, given a function / in LP(M), we define

gN(f) by the formula

1/2

(6) »«o-IjTt dtN   <J

The Lp theory of the Littlewood-Paley function in several variables was devel-

oped by Stein in [11], while the Lp theory of the ^-function for semigroups

was developed by Stein in [13, Corollaries 1 and 2, p. 120] and then refined by

R. R. Coifman, R. Rochberg, and G. Weiss [1]. We state the following result

for easy reference.

Theorem 2. Suppose that 1 < p < oo and that N is a positive integer. Then

there exist positive constants A   N , B   N such that

\,NWf\\P < UN(f)\\p <BPtNMp,        fzLp(M).

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the fact that the operators Tt

are subpositive [5, Lemma VIII.6.4] and of the results by Stein and Coifman,

Rochberg, and Weiss [1].

We are now in position to prove our main result.

Proof of Theorem 1. The idea of the proof is taken from Stein's proof of the

Mikhlin-Hörmander multiplier theorem [12, p. 96]. Take a function / in

Dom(J2?N+l)nLp(M). By spectral theory and the semigroup property, we have

that
,N+\

tN+lj^Tt(m(J?)f) = tS?Ttß(Ttß(t&)Nm(Sf)f).

Again by spectral theory,

Tlß(t&)N m(S?)f = j°° mN(t, X) dPJ,

whence

T¡l2(t5?fm(5?)f = (2n)-X j duJtN{t, u)^luf.
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It is also clear that

Ttl2(Ttl2(tSff m(5?)f) = (2tt)-' f duJ?N(t, u)Tl/2J7mf.
J R

Since S? is a closed operator, Tt,2(5?'uf) is in Don^i?) and

[ du\j?N(t,u)\\\J7Tt/2(J?iuf)\\2<œ,
J R

by (4), we have that

t^Tl/2(Tl/2(t^fm(^)f) = (2n)~l í duJ?N(t, u)t¿?T¡/2(^'uf)
J R

= (2ä)_1 j duJtN(t, u)tj-Ttl2(5?iuf).

Set C, „ = (2*4
-1

lip

. Then, at least formally, we have that

\\m(^)f\\B<A;;N+l\\gN+l(m(J7)f)l

= cp,N

< c
p,N

{r 7 i/r du-£^^ u)tTtT'i^iuf)u

/  dus
Jr       t

1/2

!sup|
r>0

,(t,u)\\\gA5eiUf)\\

^BPACP,N f du
Jr

sup |
i>0

,(t,u)\ \\\S?'

It is not hard to justify the formal steps above.   By (4), the last expression

converges. Therefore

jRduJ?N(t,u)tj-Tl/2(J?iuf)

converges as a LP(M, L2((0, co), y))-valued integral as long as the map

u~jrN(t,u)t^-Ttl2(5?'uf)

is measurable. In fact, we can show that it is continuous. The continuity is

a simple consequence of the continuity of the map u >-» 2>m in the strong

operator topology on LP(M), the trivial inequality

|^v(/,w)|<C/v||w||oo,

the //-theory of the g-function and the Lebesgue-dominated convergence the-

orem.

Now, a density argument completes the proof.

We now look for easily verifiable conditions on m which ensure that (4)

holds. It is clear that in the general case (i.e., when no restriction is made on

the growth of ||| J?'" ||| ), m should be analytic in a neighborhood of the

spectrum of ¿2? . As an application of Theorem 1, we give a different proof of

Cowling's result.
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Theorem 3. Assume that m extends to a bounded analytic function in the cone

Yv = {zeC: |argz| < y/} .

Then m(^f) extends to a bounded operator on LP(M), provided that \l/p -

l/2\<yj/n.

Proof. We first prove the result at the endpoint y/ = n/2. The general case

follows from this by interpolation, as in [2]. Let N be an integer > 2 . Let M

be the bounded function defined by the rule

M(y) = lim m(x + iy).
x—»0

1     Í
m(x + iy) — —      ds^j---,M(s),        x>Q,

*■ Jr     x  +''

Then

m(x + iy) — — I  ds——
(y-s)

whence

(7) m(x) = - [ ds     *   ,M(s),        x>0.
* Jr     xl + s¿

Changing variables and taking (7) into account, we have that

mi.       \       J"   f*   j       N-iu-l   -v/2       /V\
MN(t,u) = t    I     dvv eml—j

4iu     poo „.     r
t       f        ,       N-iu-l   -V/2V    f    ,

= — /     dvv e       —      ds —
71 Jo t Jr      (v

M(s)
\2   ,   „2{v/ty + sr

(iu-l    . ^.oo        yN-iUç-v/2

=- /  dsM(s) I     dv-=5-T
n   Jr Jo (v/t)2 + s2

(\+iu    , .ex,        vN-iug-v/2

=- /  dsM(s) /     dv—s-r-
n   Jr. Jo v2 • "~"2

N-iu   -v/2
e

+ (ts)

= L     MR        dvV-
1ÍR W / Jo V2 + co2

Since
I V I     ,       — i>\x\ — ia>x
—5-? = I  dxe
* V   + CO L

we get that

JfN(t,u) = t,u j dcoM(j)J°° dwN-iu-[e-v/2 Í dxe-vM-K

= t'u f dœM(™) f dxe~imx H dvvN-iu-le-v{l/2+

= t"T(N-iu)JKdcoM^)jKdx^

1*1)

N+iu
—imx

\-\x\\ e

Set (¡>N u(x) = (j + \x\)'u     ; its distributional derivative is the (L ) function

4>'N u(x) = (iu - N)(j + |x|)'"~J ~ sgnx, where sgnx is the function which
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equals -1 if x < 0 and 1 if x > 0. By the classical Bernstein inequality, we

have that

\\hjLUR)<c(\\<PNjUR) + U'Njh{J/2'(R) - wv.nvjviMii¿-(R)

<CN(l + \u\

It follows that

¿-K?)l //*(»
-N+iu

<c||^,JIl'(R)II^IIoo

^C^H-lMDHmll^co^);

hence, by (5) and the asymptotic behavior of r(/V - z'w) when |w| —► co, we

have that

/ dusup\JTN(t, u)\ \\\&'
Jr      t>o

<CN du\Y(N-iu)\(l + \u\)(l + \u\hog\u\flP  1/21

x exp(jr|l/p - 1/2| |«|) ) WmW^^^

<cn[     duexp(-âp\u\)j \\m\\Hoo{r^

for some positive 6 . Therefore (4) is satisfied and the statement relative to

the case y/ = n/2 is proved.

2. The polynomial growth case

Throughout this section we assume that there exists a positive real number

ß such that

(8) |||^'"|||p<C(p)(l + |U|/|1/p-1/21,        u€R

whenever 1 < p < oo. We say that m satisfies a Hörmander condition of order

a if

(i) m is bounded

(ii) supÄ>0 fj* ^\XJmU)(X)\2 < C whenever j = 1,..., a.

This kind of condition was introduced by Hörmander in [6].

Theorem 4. Suppose that m satisfies a Hörmander condition of order a, for

some a > ß/2 + 1. Then m(5?) extends to a bounded operator on LP(M),

1 < p < CO.

Proof. We show that m satisfies (4). Let N be an integer greater than a . Let

y/ be a C0°°(R) function supported in [1/2,2] and such that

oo

£ p(2*A) = l,       XeR+.
k=—oo
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Set

(9) y(N, a; u) =
(-V,

(N - iu) ■ ■ ■ (N - iu + a - 1

Integrating by parts a times, we have that

(10)

^N(t, u) = y(N, a; u)t'"J2 f°° Y*
dX    N+a-iu  a"    (   -Iß        (X \       „Jfc   .

By Leibniz's rule, the derivative of order a in the integral can essentially be

written as a weighted sum of terms of the form

e-X'2X?m(s)(^\2kry/(r\2kX),

where 0 < s + r < a; s, r > 0. Set

/

We claim that

(11)

Jo

* dX .N+a-iu   -A/2 1       (s) /X\     kr    (r),-*,.

T e     7     \l)    ¥ (   ^

2-fca if k > 0

i>0 [ 2 'exp(-2        )    ifK<0.

We postpone for a moment the proof of ( 11 ). If ( 11 ) holds, then

suplir, k)| < C(l + \u\y"J2 sup \IkaN(t)\
?>0 (>0

<C(l + \u\

whence

f du sup \JtN(t,u)\ \\\Sfiu HI < C f du(l + \u\) Q+/
Jr i>0 ./R

|l//7—1/2| <c.

Therefore (4) holds and the desired result follows from Theorem 1. It remains

to prove (11). Changing variables and using Schwartz's inequality, we get that

l'*...j<r(0l-L
2 dX / x\N+a-s-iu   2kr

<C2

1/2 ¿   V2

k(N+

A \     (*) ( *• ' .»
m

,^+l V2*// V2*f
^"(A)

„_,_,) ( f2 dk

\Jl,2   *■

dX..N+a-s   -X/2k+l ,2
\X        e |

1/2

W

Clearly

'/

2   dX   2(N+a-s)   -l/2k

1/2   X

1/2
,1 if Ac > 0

< Ci
exp(-2~k'i)   if A: < 0.
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Since m satisfies a Hörmander condition of order a , (11) follows readily from

the above estimates. The proof is complete.

Corollary 1. Suppose that m satisfies the following condition

(12) sup|A-/'/w(-/)(A)|<C,        ./ = 0, 1, ... ,a

for some a > ß/2 + 1. Then m(2') extends to a bounded operator on LP(M),

1 < p < oo.

Proof. It is obvious that if m satisfies the condition (12), then it satisfies a

Hörmander condition of order a. Therefore the result follows immediately

from Theorem 4.

Remarks, (a) As Cowling pointed out, Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 are not true

if (Tt)t>0 are bounded semigroups only for 1 < p < oo .

(b) J. Peetre [9, Chapter 10], gives Lp "multiplier results" for the polyno-

mial case under a hypothesis even weaker than (8). His results, however, are a

different kind than ours.

(c) In the particular case when M is a stratified group and Sf is (mi-

nus) the sub-Laplacean, there are many multiplier results. L. De Michèle and

G. Mauceri [3] give a result for the Heisenberg group. The first result for gen-

eral stratified groups is due to Hulanicki and Stein [5, Theorem 6.25, p. 208].

They require more regularity assumptions on m and their proof exploits the

dilation structure of the group. On the other hand, they also obtain Hp results

(p < 1 ). In this context there are also some relevant results of Hulanicki and

Jenkins [7]. The result by Hulanicki and Stein has been subsequently improved

by G. Mauceri [8], who weakened the regularity assumption on m and intro-

duced also some local Besov spaces. He obtained Hp results for p > 1 . The

case 0 < p < 1 was carried over by De Michèle and Mauceri in [3]. A better

multiplier result has recently been obtained by G. Mauceri and the author.
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